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1 Introduction

Lexicons have always been part of linguistic studies, the more in the era of com-
putational linguistics. Complex linguistic annotation has emerged as an important
research phenomenon relatively recently. Even though various annotation schemes
([10], [13], [15], [16], [17]) have been developed containing some sort of expli-
cit or implicit reference to a “lexicon”, none has presented a coherent and formal
merge of structured linguistic annotation of a running text and lexicons. We be-
lieve that an explicitly described relation between lexicons and corpus annotation
is necessary to facilitate both the analysis and generation of natural language sen-
tences (when learned from the corpora) as well as a checking tool for annotation
consistency.1

2 Motivation

The Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT, [2]) is a manually annotated million-
word corpus of Czech texts with a rich, multilayered annotation scheme ([5]). Its
multilayer architecture with a stress on minimal (if any) redundancy in the annota-
tion makes it essential to mutually link the layers in a consistent manner. Three
layers are used at present: the morphological layer, analytical layer (surface de-
pendency syntax), and a tectogrammatical layer (underlying syntactico-semantic
structure). The layers are “independent”: although they contain different informa-
tion, the original sentence should be in principle recoverable from any one of them.

1This work has been supported by the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic project
LN00A063 and by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic No. 405/03/0913.



Figure 1: Links between units of annotation (TL - tectogrammatical layer, AL -
Analytical (surface syntax) layer, ML - morphological layer)

lemma TAG wordform
být VRS1 jsem
o R o
pravidlo NNPL pravidlech
uvažovat VPMS uvažoval

Figure 2: Fragment of an extracted morphological lexicon (ML$ Text)

By “information” we mean information that ahumanneeds to do so, not necessar-
ily that we have already formalized the process explicitly (especially between the
tectogrammatical and analytical layers).

Even though one could design the system in such a way that there is no explicit
(annotated) relation between the neighboring layers, it would be foolish to do so,
since an important information for analysis and generation of a natural language
text would be lost. These links can be relatively easily inserted while annotating
the “upper” one of two neighboring layers (almost for “free”, see also Sect. 6).

3 From Links to Lexicons

As can be seen in Fig. 1, links are often1:1 (between the morphological and textual
layer, and between the analytical and morphological layer), but they are more com-
plex between the tectogrammatical and analytical layers (such as1:2, seeuvažovat
(to_consider)which is linked to two nodes:uvažovatproper and an auxiliarybýt,
roughly corresponding to“have considered”in English; a1:0 correspondence is
also possible: personal pronounjá (“I”) is dropped at the analytical layer, etc.).

The annotated links can serve as training data for lexicon extraction. (see Fig. 2
for an example of amorphological lexicon extracted from the Fig. 1). Such a
lexicon can also be created or extended manually. It is certainly unnecessary to



annotate millions (and sometimes billions) of words to subsequently learn the mor-
phology of even inflectional languages:2 it is more efficient to manually create a
morphological lexicon directly ([1]). In this case, human ability to generalize and
regularize is more effective than that of the machine. The annotation can refer to
entries of such a lexicon. In a fully annotated treebank, this is obviously redund-
ant, but can again be useful for training analysis and generation systems, since the
lexical entries contain generalized information about the cross-layer relations.

The situation is more complex between the structural layers, i.e. between the
tectogrammatical layer and the analytical layer. In both cases, the core annotation
is expressed as a labeled (dependency) tree, the nodes of which do not necessar-
ily correspond one-to-one across these two layers.3 The tectogrammatical lex-
icon4 has to work in general with pairs of subtrees of varying complexity. Some
of the lexicon entries will be very simple (such as a tectogrammatical lemma vs.
analytical lemma correspondence), while some will be much more complex. The
definition of an entry as a tree-to-tree correspondence (regardless of its complex-
ity) allows us to keep the lexicon as a set of entries of the same type. However,
for historical as well as technical reasons, we refer to subsets of entries that share
certain properties as (sub)lexicons (of the TL lexicon).

The most complex set of entries of the tectogrammatical lexicon is the valency
(sub)lexicon ([3]). Its entries relate a one-level deep subtree of the tectogrammat-
ical tree with its analytical counterpart with full morphosyntactic subcategoriza-
tion. They could be relatively easily extracted from the links between the tec-
togrammatical and analytical layers in the annotated data, but for many reasons
(consistency being the first of them) it is again more effective to create it manu-
ally while annotating the data. We will devote the rest of the paper to the valency
lexicon.

4 The Valency Lexicon

In linguistics the term “valency” ([14]) indicates the capability of lexical units to
bind (“meaning”-wise) other terms onto itself; their number and character is de-
termined for each word (or rather, word sense, or meaning) separately. Verbs have

2We are talking about supervised learning here; for an interesting account of unsupervised learn-
ing of morphology, see [18]

3Although not required in general, the correspondence between the nodes of the analytical layer
and the tokens of the linear morphological layeris 1:1 (for Czech, but it might be different for other
languages even if using a surface syntax description similar to ours).

4Please note that we name the lexicons based on the “higher” layer of annotation; i.e., a morpho-
logical lexicon refers to a lexicon relating the morphological and textual layers, and similarly, the
tectogrammatical lexicon refers to a lexicon relating the tectogrammatical and analytical layers.



Entry TL subtree Corresponding AL (analytical) subtrees
No. (“meanings”) (subcategorization)

1
FUNC(a)

(subtree-root)

FUNC(b) Constraints1(a)

Constraints1(lemma11)

Constraints1(b)

Constraints2(a)

Constraints2(lemma11)

Constraints2(b)

Constraints2(b)

Constraints3(a)

Constraints3(lemma11)

Constraints3(b)

2
FUNC(a)

(subtree-root)

FUNC(b) FUNC(c) Constraints1(a)

Constraints1(lemma12)

Constraints1(b) Constraints1(c)

3
FUNC(a)

(subtree-root)

FUNC(b) Constraints1(a)

Constraints1(lemma21)

Constraints1(b) Constraints2(a)

Constraints2(lemma21)

Constraints2(b)

... ... ...

Figure 3: Structure of the valency (sub)lexicon (graphical representation).

a valency frame, and so have many nouns and adjectives (not only those derived
from verbs directly); generally, every autosemantic word has one. For more on the
valency lexicon within the Prague Dependency Treebank, see ([3]) in this volume.

At the moment, we assume that each sense of a given word (i.e., one valency
lexicon entry, see Fig. 3) contains onevalency frame.5 Each valency frame con-
tains a fixed number ofslots. Each slot contains a slot name (calledfunctor, e.g.
ACT, PAT) that effectively labels the corresponding dependency relation in a tec-
togrammatical tree (Fig. 3, 2nd column: slots correspond to dependent nodes and
are markedFUNC(x) . Moreover, a slot also refers to all the necessary information
how to construct a surface dependency syntax representation (i.e. the one used at
the analytical layer of annotation) for the given slot.6 Such an information is in
principle an underspecified analytical subtree (Fig. 3, 3rd column), with morpho-
syntactic constraints of the formattribute = value.7 Various globally defined de-
fault subtree transformations may also occur (passivization, for example).

5From the cross-layer lexicon point of view, it would not change anything if there are more
valency frames per word sense, but for simplicity, we leave out the associated discussion whether
this could happen, since it is rather theoretical anyway.

6Entries of a full valency lexicon ([9], [8]) contain additional information, such as the degree of
optionality of the slots, links to semantic descriptions etc.

7For an example, see Fig. 5.



Entry Slots Lemma
No. 1 2 3 (AL)
1 FUNCa(Constraints) FUNCb(Constraints) lemma11
2 FUNCa(Constraints) FUNCb(Constraints) FUNCc(Constraints) lemma12
3 FUNCa(Constraints) FUNCb(Constraints) lemma21
... ... ... ... ...

Figure 4: Textual form of valency lexicon entries

(Tectogrammatical) (Analytical)
valency subcategorization subtree

ACT

(subtree-root)

PAT

lemma=uvažovat,mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

case=Nom
Sb(ACT)

lemma=o
AuxP(PAT)

case=Loc
Obj(PAT)

Figure 5: Valency frame foruvažovat (“to_consider”)with its (underspecified)
analytical form; cf. also Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

Since a graphical representation is less convenient to edit, and since the inform-
ation can be structured even more (at least for the majority of real life cases), we
use a shorthand notation that can be represented in textual form (Fig. 4).

As we have stated previously, every entry in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 corres-
ponds to a certain sense of some “word”. Although it is sufficient to distinguish
among them by the entry number, the annotators do see (for the ease of reference)
a tectogrammatical lemma(a string resembling a classic printed dictionary entry
heading, such asto_consider1 for the sense 1 of the verbto consider), which is
then internally mapped to a valency frame identifier.8

Fig. 5 shows an example of a valency frame (in the graphical form).
At each node of the analytical subcategorization subtree, a set of constraints

expressed by attributes and their values effectively determines what are the com-
8Since our sense inventory is not yet fixed, we in fact do not have unique sense numbers attached

to the tectogrammatical lemmas, but the framesare uniquely identified.



mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

form=infinitive
Obj(INTT)

mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

pos=verb
Obj(PAT)

Figure 6: INTT as infinitive / PAT as relative clause w/o conjunction

binations allowed in the fully specified analytical tree.9 This information can be
used for sentence generation (from the tectogrammatical representation), as a sup-
portive information for parsing (to the tectogrammatical representation) as well as
for annotation checking (when building a treebank manually).

5 Types of Subcategorization

Various possible combinations of constraints have emerged during the annotation
process and the parallel valency lexicon buildup, from a simple (morphological)
case and1:1 tectogrammatical-to-analytical node correspondence to complex re-
lations for phraseological expressions. We thus distinguish the following types of
correspondence between a valency frame slot and its form:

� trivial subtree with a single analytical node:Within this group, the following
types of constraints are possible:

– noun (phrase) head in a particular (morphological) case (in Fig. 5, it
corresponds to the[case=Nom / ACT] node)

– verb in infinitive (we sent him to_learn, for “Intention” (INTT))
(Fig. 6)10

– relative subordinate clause without a conjunction (know what comes)
(Fig. 6)

– specific word, or only several words (usually idioms) (be good)
(Fig. 7, in Czech:dělat dobrotu)

9The creation of the auxiliary verb“být” (“to_be” ) (Fig. 1) is the result of a general rule for
generation of a proper verb form from the “past perfect” attribute; it has nothing to do with valency
information.

10In Figs. 6-9, only the exemplified dependent node is shown; typically, there is also a node cor-
responding to the ACT of the subtree root, such as the one in Fig. 5.



mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

case=4, lemma=dobrota
Obj(DPHR)

node=active
Pred(subtree-root)

case=4, class=proposals
Obj(CPHR)

Figure 7: DPHR as a specific inflected lemma / CPHR as a lemma from a class

Pred(subtree-root)

pos=adv.loc
Adv(LOC)

Figure 8: LOC as an adverb for location

– specific class of words, usually semantically related (forward
an application/ a request/ ...) (Fig. 7)

– functor-based-only constraint (functor LOC:to come home; there are
other possibilities for expressing a location, such as a preposition and
a noun, but they involve more than a single analytical tree node
(to school/ into a cave)) (Fig. 8)

– and more.

� rooted subtree with two nodes:in a specified order:

– preposition and its dependent in a particular (morphological) case (in
Fig. 5, see the subtree with the preposition“o” and thecase=Loc
constraint at its dependent node)

– subordinate conjunction and a dependent subordinate clause (he dis-
covered thatit is true) (Fig. 9)

– specific word (conjunction) and infinitive (no choice butcome)

– two specific words (usually dependent on each other) (in Czech:sle-
duje vlastnízájmy, “follows [his] own interests” ) (Fig. 9)



mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

lemma=že
AuxC(PAT)

pos=verb
Obj(PAT)

mode=active
Pred(subtree-root)

lemma=vlastní
Atr(DPHR)

case=Acc, lemma=zájem,number=PL
Obj(DPHR)

Figure 9: PAT as a subordinate clause w/conjunction / DPHR as a two-node, two-
level subtree

– and more.

� other complex subtree topologies:

– 1:3 correspondence of various shapes of the analytical tree, usually
with specific words only (for certain types of idioms or phrasal expres-
sions)

A combination of several of the above is also possible; for phrasal expressions,
it is even possible that the phrasal part consists of two discontinuous subtrees.11

6 Annotating the Links

Superficially, it might seem that linking the layers of annotation is an unnecessary
exercise - if we survey the available corpora with a similar structural annotation
schemas, they do not explicitly do so, either. However, as we have said in the
Motivation section (Sect. 2), wedowant to have the links explicitly marked forall
annotated units (nodes of syntactic trees as well as tokens) for lexicon extraction
and checking purposes.12

In a (technically) single annotation scheme (such as the added annotation of
Propbank predicate-argument structure to the Penn Treebank annotation, [7], [10],

11For example,“mráz(PHR1) běhá(PRED) po_zádech(PHR2)”, lit. “(a) frost runs on (sb’s)
back” (a shiver runs down sb’s spine).

12One might even imagine that someone comes with a different idea of the types of lexicons to be
extracted, especially between the tectogrammatical and analytical layers. The links will then allow
her/him to do so.
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DIR1
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Figure 10: Links before and after an annotation action.

[11], [12]), the links are implicit (all the information is present in the chosen an-
notation structure, from predicates and arguments to POS tags). The associated
PropBank lexicon does not formalize the form of the arguments, either: e.g., the
prepositions used in the surface expression of the arguments are merely recorded
as comments in the lexicon. Such a scheme is not very flexible - it allows only for
direct correspondence of nodes to tokens, with difficulties to mark non-1:1 rela-
tions. On the other hand, it is clear that such an annotation does not add any extra
burden to the annotators.

In our case, when the links are explicit, one could expect such an added bur-
den. However, thanks to the programming capability of the annotation tool we use
(TrEd, [4]), we were able to avoid any need for the annotators to mark those links
explicitly. Only in some rare cases of annotation errors we have to restore those
links manually during the annotation checking process.

For example, when the annotators of the tectogrammatical layer (or the pre-
processing software) decide to create a new “tectogrammatical lemma” (e.g., for
reflexive verbs, such asztratit_se “to disappear”) from two nodes at the analytical
layer (i.e.ztratit andse), they use a “macro” command that does that for them but it
also (invisibly) inserts the appropriate double link (see Fig. 10). Similarly, macros
exist for the collapsing of multi-node verb forms to a single tectogrammatical node,
etc. The process is (auto)reversible so that the annotators can correct themselves
without being stuck with the new links. In fact, most annotators are not even aware
of the existence of the links.

Technically, the links are implemented as ID$ ID-reference pairs. The total
number of them corresponds to the number of tokens times the number of layers.



7 Annotation and (Manual) Lexicon Creation

The valency lexicon is being created in parallel with the annotation. One could
speculate to which extent the process can be automated or aided based on the in-
creasing amount of annotated data during the annotation process. Unfortunately,
it appeared that due to the relative novelty of the notions that drive the valency
dictionary, inter-annotator disagreement on valency frames was as high as 20%,
and therefore time-consuming reconciliation13 was apparently needed to make the
dictionary as consistent as possible.

Therefore, we have adopted a two-stage process. First, the annotators annot-
ated the whole corpus (55k sentences), with the valency dictionary being merged
and redistributed once every week (the annotators, working off-line for various
reasons, could not share and access a single valency dictionary). Every annotator
had the right to change, delete or insert any valency frame, with a log of changes
preserved. Then, the fully merged dictionary was checked by a single person14 to
reconcile the entries. Finally, the data has been run against the resulting diction-
ary, nodes which were affected by the reconciliation changes were automatically
marked and they will subsequently be manually re-annotated for valency.

An automatic procedure for valency annotation has been being developed in
parallel already during the first phase ([6]), but it has been actually used only in the
very late stages of annotation with some, but not substantial improvement.15

8 Conclusions

The formalization of lexicons in linguistic annotation could lead to better under-
standing of the relations between different depths of annotation, to less redund-
ant annotation, and to more transparent usage. If such formalization exists and
is complete, these lexicons can be either extracted automatically from manually
annotated data, or, in case of insufficient amount of such data, created manually
(and then used in the same way for annotation checking, and automatic parsing
and generation).

13The annotation, however, could not stop in the meantime because of administrative and budget-
ary reasons.

14More precisely, one for verbs and another one for nouns. Of course, they consulted with the
authors of the affected entries and with others at regular meetings, but the final decisions were theirs.

15We believe that the main reason for the relatively small improvement only was the inconsistency
of the valency dictionary before its reconciliation. Obviously, we could not test it for “real” afterward
since the corpus had already been fully annotated.
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